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Abstract
A highly efficient and environmentally friendly graft polymerization method of methyl methacrylate (MMA) onto cotton
was performed using an alkyl zinc initiator in an emulsion system. Using this method, a high-molecular weight (Mw > 106)
polymer was grafted onto a cotton fiber with a high graft yield at ambient temperature. The grafted cotton fiber was
characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA). The surface morphologies of the unmodified and grafted cotton were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Furthermore, the grafted cotton produced by this novel method that involved modifying the surface of the cotton
improved its compatibility with a number of organic solvents.

Introduction

Recently, due to environmental crises, the demand for
replacing synthetic materials with natural resources has
increased. Cellulose is an organic raw material that has
received widespread attention, and cotton, which is com-
posed of 95% cellulose, is a commonly used, natural, and
inexpensive material. Due to its comfort and breathability,
cotton is extensively used in the manufacture of personal
care items, bedding products, clothing, and underwear.
However, cotton also suffers from various inherent prop-
erties includiflammability, low abrasion durability, and poor
interfacial compatibility with other matrices. With the
development of new technology, the benefits of cotton are
no longer limited to its softness and warmth. Nevertheless,
novel methods must be developed to further enhance the
functional diversity of cotton materials. To expand the
number of applications of cotton, its structure and properties
can be modified by introducing polymer chains with various
functional groups onto the cellulose backbone.

Among the many methods for modifying cotton, graft
polymerization can modify the cellulose structure, tailor its
properties, and increase the functionality of cotton without
compromising the intrinsic properties of cellulose. Grafting
functional monomers onto cotton has been extensively studied
to improve various aspects. The flammability of cotton is a
critical issue that has been specifically considered for various
applications. By grafting phosphorus-, nitrogen-, and sulfur-
containing monomers [1], a binary mixture of acrylonitrile and
4-vinyl pyridine [2] can improve the flame retardant property of
cotton. It is generally believed in the clothing industry that
increased water vapor permeability signifies higher comfort of
the fabric. Recently, due to potential industrial applications,
superhydrophobic cotton surfaces have been generated by
grafting polystyrene [3] and octadecylamine [4]. By grafting
nonfluorinated methacrylate [5], waterproof, windproof and
breathable cotton fabrics have been prepared. The textile
industry has stringent requirements for the mechanical prop-
erties of cotton including abrasion resistance and tensile prop-
erties. The physical and mechanical properties of cotton can be
greatly improved via graft modification with glycidyl metha-
crylate [6]. In addition, antimicrobial properties can be impar-
ted to the grafted cotton by bonding with L-cysteine [7] and
graft acrylamide [8], and monochlorotriazine-β-CD [9] can
improve the dyeability of cotton. The grafting of vinyl mono-
mers on cotton has been studied in detail. As the most widely
used monomer, methyl methacrylate (MMA) has been used by
many researchers for grafting onto cellulose. Detailed studies of
MMA grafting to cellulose using various initiators, such as UV
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light [10, 11], ionizing conditions [10], azobisisobutyronitrile
(AIBN), ammonium persulfate (APS) [12, 13], Fe2+ ion and
N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) [14], have been reported [15].
However, the currently used grafting methods often have many
disadvantages, such as low grafting efficiency, high energy
consumption, short grafted polymer chains, and poor recycl-
ability of the organic solvents used in the grafting process,
which leads to environmental pollution. In most cases, the
reaction has been performed at 60 °C or higher using ordinary
radical initiators [3, 16]. Therefore the development of a
grafting method that is efficient, convenient, and does not
require the use of an organic solvent is important.

Previously, we reported a novel organic zinc complex
(diethyl(1,10-phenanthroline N1,N10)zinc, (Phen-DEZ)) and
investigated its initiation behavior [17–19]. As a highly reactive
initiator, Phen-DEZ rapidly initiated homopolymerization and
graft polymerization at room temperature without additional
heating or other stimulation. However, this novel initiator has
not been studied for the efficient initiation of graft poly-
merization in an emulsion system. In emulsion systems,
polymers with high molecular weights can be obtained.
Therefore, graft modification of cotton in an emulsion system
could enable uniform grafting of long polymer chains onto the
cotton surface and improve the compatibility of the modified
cotton with other synthetic polymers. To the best of our
knowledge, no studies have focused on grafting MMA onto
cotton in an emulsion system using Phen-DEZ as an initiator.
In this study, the graft polymerization of MMA onto cotton
was performed under various conditions, and FTIR, XRD, TG
and SEM analyses were performed on the original and grafted
cotton.

Experimental

Materials

The cotton (gossypium herbaceum) that was provided by
Yuuan Gardens (Tenri, Nara, Japan) was purified by extrac-
tion with hot boiling acetone for 5 h. MMA was purchased
from Wako Pure Chemical Industry, Ltd., and the stabilizer
was removed according to previously published methods
[19]. Diethylzinc was supplied by Nippon Aluminum Alkyls,
Ltd., and 1,10-phenanthroline, chloroform (CHCl3), metha-
nol, acetone, magnesium sulfate, sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), and sodium hydroxide were purchased from Wako
Pure Chemical Industry, Ltd. Ultrapure distilled water was
obtained using a Milli-Q laboratory system.

Equipment and instrumentation

The FTIR spectra of the modified and unmodified cotton
were recorded using a Jasco FT/IR-480 Plus spectrometer

from 400 to 4000 cm−1. The surface morphology of the
cotton was observed by SEM (Hitachi SU-8020). The
molecular weight of the free polymer was determined using
size-exclusion chromatography system (SEC, Jasco
PU-2080 Plus pump) that was equipped with an RI-2031
Plus Intelligent RI detector. CHCl3 was used as the eluent
(40 °C), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recor-
ded under ambient conditions with Cu-Kα radiation (X-ray
wavelength: 1.5418 Å) in steps of 0.02˚ over a 2θ range of
5–70° using a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer. The thermal
behaviors of the prepared cotton samples were analyzed
by TGA (Hitachi, STA 7200 RV) in air at a heating rate of
10 °C /min. The surface morphology of the cotton
fiber was examined using field emission (FE)-SEM (Hitachi
SU-8020).

Synthesis of Phen-DEZ

The synthesis method for Phen-DEZ was the same as that
employed in the literature [17]. A certain amount of DEZ
was slowly injected into a mixture of 1,10-phenanthroline
and hexane. The reaction was performed at 23 °C for 24 h.
The reddish-orange Phen-DEZ solid was collected by fil-
tration and dried in vacuo. All processes were performed
under an argon atmosphere.

Preparation of modified cotton fabrics

Grafted cotton was prepared via emulsion polymerization. The
cotton (50mg), SDS (180mg), and 7.5mL of water were
added to a 50mL flask and stirred. After the materials were
sufficiently blended, the flask was degassed using two freeze-
pump-thaw cycles. Then, a defined amount of monomer (2.5
mL) was added to the flask. Continuous stirring of the mixture
was performed for 1 h, and 80mg of Phen-DEZ was added to
the stable emulsion system under an Ar flow. Polymerization
was performed at room temperature (23 °C) for 24 h. For
comparison, graft polymerization in a solution system with
toluene as the solvent and a bulk system were also prepared.
The cotton (50mg), Phen-DEZ (80mg), and 1.5mL of toluene
were added to a 20mL flask and stirred. The mixture was
gently stirred while MMA (2mL) was slowly added followed
by stirring for 24 h. The grafted cotton was extracted to a
constant weight with chloroform and vacuum dried. The
extract was poured into methanol, and the recovered homo-
PMMA was dried and weighed.

The graft yield (Yg) was calculated using the weight
increase in the original cotton according to the following
equation:

Yg ¼ m1�m0ð Þ=m0 � 100%

where m0 is the weight of the original cotton sample and m1

is the weight of the cotton after graft polymerization.
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Results and discussion

Graft polymerization was performed at room temperature
(23 °C) in an emulsion system with a constant emulsifier
concentration. Cotton is compatible with water, resulting in full
contact with the initiator and monomer during graft poly-
merization. The initiator gained access to the cotton fabric via
the many reactive sites available for graft polymerization. For
comparison with the emulsion polymerization method, bulk
and solution graft polymerizations were also performed. The
monomer to initiator ratio was fixed at 90:1, and the other
conditions were identical to those used for emulsion
polymerization.

Table 1 shows the changes in the grafting yield and
molecular weight of the free PMMA as the monomer to
initiator ratios varied. The graft yield with a Phen-DEZ/MMA
ratio of 1:500 was 16.7%, and when the ratio increased to
1:180 and 1:90, the graft yields were 69.7 and 89.1%,
respectively. However, when the Phen-DEZ/MMA molar
ratio was 30:1, the graft yield decreased to 35.3%. Therefore,
only a certain initiator concentration increases the grafting
yield as the initiator content increases. When the initiator
concentration is excessively high, the probability of biradical
termination increases, and the graft yield decreases. After
measuring the molecular weight of the free polymer, the
molecular weight of the homopolymer obtained using this
method was very high. For example, under the conditions of
Entry 3, the weight average molecular weight (Mw) reached
1.53 × 106 Da (polydispersity index= 1.18). When the
molecular weight of the polymer exceeds 1 × 106 Da, this
polymer corresponds to an ultra-high molecular weight
polymer [20, 21]. In general, that the molecular weight of a
grafted polymer is close to that of the free polymer [3, 22].
Therefore, the use of Phen-DEZ as an initiator in an emulsion
system can result in higher grafting yields and grafted poly-
mer chains with high molecular weights.

For comparison with the emulsion system, we also grafted
cotton in a solution system with toluene as the solvent and a
bulk polymerization system. Based on a comparison of the data
in Table 1 (Entries 3, 5, and 6), the cotton modified in the
emulsion system exhibited a higher graft yield. This result is
most likely due to water being a good swelling medium for
cotton that can interrupt hydrogen bonding and increase the
accessibility of the cotton fiber to the grafted monomer [23].
Therefore, emulsion graft polymerization, which is envir-
onmentally friendly and efficient, is suitable for cotton surface
modification while depositing long polymer chains on the
surface. Table 1 shows that when the monomer to initiator ratio
is 90:1, the graft yield is the highest among all tested condi-
tions. Therefore, the samples prepared under these conditions
were used for subsequent measurements.

Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectra of the pure and mod-
ified cotton samples. Figure 1a, b show the same

cotton characteristic FTIR peaks [24, 25]. The band at
3000–3500 cm−1 is attributed to the stretching vibration
of –OH, and the band at 2900 cm−1 is due to the stretching
vibration of C-H. The weak absorption at 2852 cm−1 is
associated with the symmetric stretching of -CH2. The
bands at 1429 and 1318 cm−1 are assigned to C-H wagging.
The bands at 1161 and 1110 cm−1 correspond to C–O–C
asymmetric stretching. The band at 1032 cm−1 is char-
acteristic of C–O stretching, and the band at 1058 cm−1 is
attributed to asymmetric in-plane ring stretching.

As shown in Fig. 1b, all characteristic absorption peaks of
PMMA were observed [26] including the peak at 1732 cm−1

that is due to the C=O stretching vibration of the ester groups
of grafted PMMA [27]. The bands at 2994 and 2950 cm−1

correspond to C–H bond stretching vibrations of the –CH3

and –CH2– groups. The distinct band at 753 cm−1 is assigned
to the α-methyl group vibration. The bands at 1151 and 1246
cm−1 correspond to the C–O–C stretching vibration. However,
all these peaks are absent in the pure cotton samples, indicating
that MMA was successfully grafted onto the cotton fabric. The
grafting reaction process is considered to be grafting-from. The
initiator attached to the cotton surface and formed an active site.
Then, the monomer was connected to the cotton one by one
and gradually grew to form a polymer brush. The reaction
scheme for the graft polymerization process is shown in
Scheme 1.

The XRD spectra of the natural (pure) and grafted cotton
are shown in Fig. 2. The XRD patterns of the cotton
before and after graft modification display diffraction peaks
at 2θ= 14.9°, 16.6° and 22.7°, arising from the typical
structure of native cotton fibers [23, 28]. The characteristic
peak positions of the two curves are identical. However, the
peak intensity is significantly reduced by graft modifica-
tion. Because cellulose is semicrystalline, the hydroxyl
groups in the amorphous regions are modified, resulting in
a decrease in the crystallinity percentage. The degree of
crystallinity of pristine and modified cotton was calculated
from the XRD profiles. Based on a comparison of the
results, the crystallinity of the grafted cotton decreased
from 68.7 to 49.3%. This result indicates that the degree of
crystallinity of the cotton fibers change upon graft
modification.

Table 1 Graft polymerization of MMA onto cotton fibers by Phen-
DEZ

Entry Molar ratio (initiator:monomer) System Graft yield%

1 1:500 Emulsion 16.7

2 1:180 Emulsion 69.7

3 1:90 Emulsion 89.1

4 1:30 Emulsion 35.3

5 1:90 Bulk 7.1

6 1:90 Solution 2.1
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The thermal stabilities of the pure cotton and grafted cotton
samples were assessed by TGA in air, and the results are
shown in Fig. 3. The weight loss during the initial stage was
attributed to the loss of water and solvent remaining on the
surface and in inner cavities of the cotton fiber. When the
temperature increased to >300 °C, both the pure and modified
cotton started decomposing. The initial decomposition tem-
peratures and behavior of the two cotton samples were similar.
However, when the temperature increased to >480 °C, the
unmodified cotton completely decomposed but the grafted
cotton still retained approximately 8% of its original weight.
This result is most likely due to the amount of grafted PMMA
on the cotton surface being relatively large, resulting in a
uniform coverage. The grafted PMMA and cotton start to
decompose with increasing temperature but the grafted PMMA
layer protects the cotton during decomposition. Therefore,
when the temperature increased to 500 °C, 8% of the residue
remains.

The surface of pure cotton and cotton-g-PMMA was
examined by SEM (Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 4a, pure cotton
exhibits a texture with striations and nanogrooves [29]. In
comparison to the images of the grafted cotton, the texture of
the cotton disappears after surface modification when the
surface is covered with a rough polymer film. This significant
morphological change indicates that MMA was grafted onto
the cotton by the Phen-DEZ initiator.

Because the cotton used in the experiment is a fiber, a
uniform and flat sample is difficult to prepare. Therefore,
the cotton before and after modification cannot be used to
measure the contact angle. To study the surface properties
of the cotton fiber after modification, two cotton balls (raw
cotton and grafted cotton) were added to a bottle of water
and a mixture of pure water and MMA monomer, shaken,
and allowed to stand until the layers separated. The sig-
nificant differences in wettability are shown in Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 5, the pure cotton is immersed in
water, and the grafted cotton floated on the surface of the
water. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, the unmodified
cotton sinks to the water layer at the bottom of the bottle,
indicating the hydrophilicity of the cotton fiber. The grafted
cotton is completely immersed in the MMA solution
because the grafted cotton surface is covered with a layer of
PMMA, making its dispersion in MMA more favorable.
Based on these results, surface graft modification changed
the surface properties of cotton, improving its compatibility
with polymers.

Fig. 1 FTIR spectra of (a) pristine cotton and (b) PMMA-g-cotton

Scheme 1 Polymerization process for grafting MMA onto cotton

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of the pure and PMMA-g-cotton samples

Fig. 3 TG profiles of pure cotton and PP-g-PMMA (89.1%)
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Conclusion

A highly efficient, green, and nonpolluting method for the
surface modification of cotton has been developed. MMA
was grafted onto cotton fibers using Phen-DEZ as an initiator
in an emulsion system at ambient temperature. This method is
an environmentally friendly process for the surface mod-
ification of cotton. FTIR, XRD, TG, and SEM measurements
confirmed that the graft polymerization was successful. By
comparing the compatibility of the grafted and unmodified
cotton samples in water and MMA solvent, the modified
cotton exhibited an affinity for the MMA solvent. The
hydrophilicity of the modified cotton decreased, and the
grafted polymer chains on the cotton increased its compat-
ibility with polymeric materials.
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